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Controlling time averaged ion energy distribution (IED) is becoming increasingly important in

many plasma material processing applications for plasma etching and deposition. The present

study reports the evolution of ion energy distributions with radio frequency (RF) powers in a

pulsed dual frequency inductively discharge and also investigates the effect of duty ratio. The

discharge has been sustained using two radio frequency, low (P2 MHz¼ 2 MHz) and high

(P13.56 MHz¼ 13.56 MHz) at a pressure of 10 mTorr in argon (90%) and CF4 (10%) environment.

The low frequency RF powers have been varied from 100 to 600 W, whereas the high frequency

powers from 200 to 1200 W. Typically, IEDs show bimodal structure and energy width (energy

separation between the high and low energy peaks) increases with increasing P13.56 MHz; however,

it shows opposite trends with P2 MHz. It has been observed that IEDs bimodal structure tends to

mono-modal structure and energy peaks shift towards low energy side as duty ratio increases,

keeping pulse power owing to mode transition (capacitive to inductive) constant. VC 2015
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4928442]

I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma etching and deposition is an integral part of

semiconductor manufacturing industry, and ion bombarding

energy over the substrate is of critical importance, because it

determines the etch characteristics and properties of thin

films deposited.1 Controlling of ion energy is of particular

importance in plasma etching technology, because it should

be high enough to produce anisotropic etching but not too

high to cause sputtering, substrate damage, and loss of selec-

tivity. As the etching resolution increases and approaches to

monolayer, controlling of ion energy distribution (IED)

becomes much more important.2–4 In this context, induc-

tively coupled plasma (ICP) are of particular significance

due to having low plasma potential and thus provides a knob

for fine tuning of ion energy distributions.

Pulsing the discharge could enable more flexibility, and

therefore, the pulsed ICPs have recently attracted consider-

able interest in the field of integrated circuit fabrication.5–10

By pulsing either the ICP power or the radio frequency

(RF) bias power used to accelerate the ions toward the

wafer, or both, new plasma etching conditions could be

achieved, which provides more flexibility for tuning an etch

process by introducing new reactor control parameters such

as the pulsing frequency, the duty cycle of the pulses,

and the phase between the ICP and the bias pulses.

However, to have a fine control over discharge chemistry

suitable to a particular application requires a good under-

standing of the impact of these control parameters on the

plasma chemistry.

The shape of IEDs depends upon the response of ions to

the oscillating RF sheath, i.e., the ratio of ion transit time

through the sheath and time period of radio frequency.

Kawamura et al.11 analytically investigated the evolution of

IEDs in a radio frequency and showed that in collisionless

regime, the ratio sion/srf, where sion is the ion transit time

through the sheath and srf is the time period of the applied

radio frequency, determines the nature of sheath, the sheath

voltage waveform, and the shape of IEDs.

A recent review by Economou on tailored ion energy

distribution12 briefly revisited the techniques, such as

“tailored” voltage waveform on an electrode in continuous

wave plasma and an application of synchronous DC biased

boundary electrode during specified time windows in after-

glow region, to control ion energy distribution on a plasma

electrode. In a helicon plasma source experiment, Wang and

Wendt4 demonstrated the control on ion energy distribution

at the substrate by applying tailored bias voltage waveform,

consisting of a short voltage spike in combination with a

slow ramp. By using this technique, a much narrower IED

has been obtained compared to the conventional approach of

applying a sinusoidal waveform to the substrate electrode.

Based on time-dependent spherical-shell plasma fluid model,

they also demonstrated that this method is capable of produc-

ing narrow IEDs with precisely controllable energy inde-

pendent of ion mass. Using retarding field energy analyzer,

Shin et al.13 demonstrated that an efficient control over ion

energy distribution could be achieved by using a synchro-

nous pulsed or continuous wave biased boundary electrode

in pulsed inductively coupled plasma, without significantly

changing the bulk plasma properties. By varying DC voltage

on the boundary electrode from �8 to 12 V, a shift in energy
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peak from �10 to �25 eV has been achieved. A computa-

tional study on the synchronous DC biased boundary elec-

trode demonstrated similar results as in Refs. 13 and 14. An

energy resolved mass-spectrometric measurements in contin-

uous wave Ar/CF4 dual frequency ICP discharge reveals a

possibility of controlling IEDs by varying the high and low

frequency RF powers. It has been observed that both of the

frequencies have significant effect on IEDs of all prominent

discharge species. The evolution of IEDs with power shows

that the discharge undergoes a mode transition (E to H) as

the applied power is increased.15

Current prevailing trends in semiconductor manufactur-

ing industry are to fabricate device at nanolevels. However,

the fabrication cost increases as the device size shrinks, and

therefore, it becomes necessary to conduct the processing on

large area wafer size that poses the challenge to control the

uniformity of discharge flux over the substrate area. Many

schemes, based on multiple frequencies, power splitting

mechanism, pulse shape tailoring, and customized shape of

bias power, have been proposed.16–29 Recently, a new

approach, based on using dual frequency and power splitting

mechanism in ICP source, has been proposed to provide a

good discharge uniformity and control on discharge parame-

ters.30,31 Pulsing the plasma source provides an added flexi-

bility in controlling the discharge parameters and proves to

be an important tool for tailoring discharge parameters spe-

cific to a particular application. Moreover, in reactive plas-

mas, the duty ratio influences the discharge chemistry, which

in turn determines plasma parameters such as electron den-

sity, IEDs, and radical density. Therefore, it is of vital impor-

tance to understand discharge physics in pulsed mode, and

so, the present study makes an attempt to understand the evo-

lution of IEDs in a pulsed dual frequency discharge produced

by a plasma source as used in Refs. 30 and 31 and how IEDs

depend on the duty ratio of pulsing frequency.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The detailed description of the plasma source can be

found elsewhere.30 The plasma source comprises of two co-

centric planar-spiral coils made of copper tubes, having a total

diameter of 450 mm. Most of the substrate area (�80%) was

covered by inner coil. The inner coil (13 turns) and the outer

coil (2 turns) have been energized by a 2 and 13.56 MHz RF

powers, respectively. The low frequency (P2 MHz) and high

frequency (P13.56 MHz) powers have been varied from 100 to

600 W and 200 to 1200 W, respectively. The RF powers have

been fed to discharge via using two separate automatic match-

ing networks for 2 and 13.56 MHz powers. In the automatic

matching network units used in the present study, the change

in plasma load is fed-back by electronics control circuitry, and

then electronics control circuitry sends a message to a stepper

motor to change the capacitance by varying gap between the

two plates of vacuum variable capacitor used. Therefore, due

to this mechanical arrangement of adjusting capacitance, the

matching network may not be fast enough to follow abrupt

changes in plasma parameters, in the case of P2 MHz, and

hence the load to plasma generator. It might cause some error

in measurements of RF power fed into plasma during the pe-

riod, when P2 MHz is switched off. The RF powers fed to dis-

charge have been measured by using RF power meters in

between the RF generator and matching networks. Therefore,

the power measurements include power absorbed by the

plasma and power losses occurring in RF matching networks.

The schematic of experimental set-up with mass spectrometer

is shown in Figure 1. A cylindrical anodized aluminum cham-

ber with an inner diameter of 650 mm and a height of 400 mm

has been used in this study. A 35-mm-thick quartz window

was used to cover the top side of the processing chamber and

to hold the ICP source. The distance from RF window to sub-

strate could be adjusted, and in the present study, it has been

kept fixed at 90 mm.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental

set-up and acquisition system.
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The discharge has been operated in gas mixture of

Ar/CF4 with 10% contents of CF4 at a pressure of 10 mTorr.

The gases were evenly distributed in the vacuum chamber by

using a multi-hole shower ring located along the periphery

of the chamber. The base pressure less than 3� 10�6 mTorr

was routinely achieved by using a turbomolecular pump

backed by the dry pump.

In the present study, an energy resolved quadrupole mass

spectrometer (PSM003, supplied by Hiden Analytical, Ltd.)

has been used to measure IEDs. The ions have been sampled

into the mass spectrometer via an orifice of 100 lm in diame-

ter and then in a Bessel box energy filter at a pressure below

7� 10�7 Torr, achieved by using a differential pumping sys-

tem attached to mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometer has

been operated in a positive ion detection mode, which imple-

ments the scanning of the energy at a fixed mass-to-charge ra-

tio IEDs. To minimize the random error, every IED presented

in this study has been averaged over 5 individual scans.

The orifice of mass spectrometer has been placed at

30 mm below ICP source and 20 mm outside from edge of

the discharge volume. The QMS (Quadrupole Mass

Spectrometer) orifice was electrically grounded. The IEDs

have been collected in a time-averaged mode. There were

various ionic species in the discharge; however, CF2
þ ionic

species has been analyzed in the present study, as it is very

important and dominating species.

To ensure the reproducibility and reliability of our meas-

urements, a number of test measurements have been carried

out before performing the real experiments. With variations

in the plasma power and pressure, the peak energy (most

probable energy, i.e., ions energy at maximum counts) of

plasma varies. Therefore, the mass spectrometer has been

tuned in such a way that instrument always operates at the

optimum energy conditions in positive ions detection mode.

To achieve it, a scan tree in mass spectrometer software

(MasSoft) has been designed in such a way that it obtains an

ion energy distribution for a chosen mass and then performs

a mass scan at the ion energy, which gives maximum signal,

after which the energy is set to give maximum signal. This

mass scan therefore acquires data at the peak energy deter-

mined in the energy scan.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Influence of high frequency power levels on IEDs

Figure 2(a) shows ion energy distributions of CF2
þ

species at a low frequency pulse power (instantaneous power

when pulse is “on”) of 100 W (P2 MHz¼ 100 W) and a pres-

sure of 10 mTorr. The high frequency power has been varied

from 200 to 1200 W (P13.56 MHz¼ 200–1200 W). The P2 MHz

has been pulsed at 1 kHz at a duty ratio of 50%, whereas

P13.56 MHz was in a continuous wave mode. It can be seen

FIG. 2. A plot evolution of IEDs with high frequency power levels (P13.56 MHz) at a fixed low frequency pulse power levels: (a) P2 MHz¼ 100 W, (b)

P2 MHz¼ 200 W, (c) P2 MHz¼ 300 W, and (d) P2 MHz¼ 400 W. The P13.56 MHz has been varied from 200 to 1200 W, and the pressure was kept constant at 10

mTorr. The P2 MHz has been pulsed at the frequency of 1 kHz with the duty ratio of 50%, whereas P13.56 MHz was in the continuous wave mode.
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that the IEDs shown in Figure 2(a) have a bimodal structure,

a small low energy peak, and an intense high energy peak.

Typically, in the intermediate frequency regime (the dis-

charge conditions used in the present study) the ion transit

across the sheath is shorter than the low frequency time pe-

riod and much longer than the high frequency time pe-

riod.32,33 Therefore, ions respond to instantaneous low

frequency sheath potential, whereas to average high fre-

quency sheath potential, it makes IEDs bimodal and broad in

shape as observed in Figure 2(a). It can also be observed that

the low energy peak hardly shifts with P13.56 MHz; however,

the high energy moves towards high energy side making the

IEDs broad. This observation may be due to the fact that the

sheath potential corresponding to the low energy peak is

approximately equal to the floating potential,30 which is a

function of ion mass and electron temperature,34 and the

electron temperature does not vary significantly with P2 MHz

at similar operational parameters.32 Consequently, the low

energy peaks hardly shifts with increasing P2 MHz. However,

the maximum sheath potential increases with increasing

P13.56 MHz due to enhanced rf voltage on 13.56 MHz coil and

this is the reason why high energy peak shifts towards the

high energy side with increasing P13.56 MHz. The plasma also

increases with P13.56 MHz, and its effect is clearly visible in

Figure 2(a). As the P13.56 MHz, i.e., plasma density increases,

the shift of high energy peaks towards the high energy end

reduces (from 200 to 400 W, high energy peak shifts

�2.5 eV, but for 100–1200 W, it shifts by �1 eV). It is due

to the fact that discharge is transiting from capacitive to in-

ductive mode; however, it is still in the capacitive mode.

This is the reason that increasing P13.56 MHz does not affect

maximum sheath potential, and therefore, the high energy

peak keeps shifting, but with smaller energy shift, towards

high energy end.

The evolution of IEDs with P13.56 MHz at various value

of P2 MHz, 200, 300, and 400 W is shown in Figures 2(b) and

2(c). Figure 2(b) shows a plot of evolution of IEDs with

P13.56 MHz and at P2 MHz¼ 200 W. A quick comparison

between Figures 2(a) and 2(b) shows that main features in

IEDs shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are similar; however,

energy spread slightly increases with P2 MHz and could be

attributed to a slight increase in RF voltage when P2 MHz

increases from 100 to 200 W. The peak counts in IEDs also

increase with P13.56 MHz (P13.56 MHz> 400 W) at P2 MHz

¼ 200 W due to enhanced density of CF2
þ species. When

P2 MHz is further increased to 300 W, the low energy peak

becomes stronger, and IEDs acquires a bimodal saddle type

structure; however, the energy spread of IEDs remains simi-

lar as at P2 MHz¼ 200 W, as shown in Figure 2(c). At

P2 MHz¼P13.56 MHz¼ 200 W, the relative intensity of the

high energy peak is higher than that of the low energy peak,

and it decreases with increasing values of P13.56 MHz, acquir-

ing a mono-modal structure at P13.56 MHz¼ 1200 W. This

transition from saddle type bimodal to mono-modal struc-

tures of IEDs is due to the mode transition (capacitive to

inductive) due to enhancing plasma density. A further in

increase in P2 MHz (¼400 W) does not make any significant

change in IEDs shapes; however, the peak counts, i.e., the

density of radical increases as evident from Figure 2(d).

Figure 3 shows the variation of full width half maximum

(FWHM) of IEDs with low (P2 MHz) and high frequency

(P13.56 MHz) powers for the measurements shown in Figures

2(a)–2(d). The FWHM is the measure of energy spread and

could suggest about the discharge mode of operation. It can

be seen from the figure that the energy spread (FWHM)

initially increases with P13.56 MHz (200–400 W) and then

decreases beyond P13.56 MHz> 400 W. This trend is more evi-

dent at higher values of low frequency power (P2 MHz> 200

W). It suggests that initially the discharge is in the capacitive

mode, and beyond P13.56 MHz> 400 W, the discharge mode

changes and becomes inductive due to enhanced plasma

density.

B. Influence of low frequency power levels on IEDs

The evolution of IEDs with low frequency power

(P2 MHz) at various high frequency power levels (P13.56 MHz

¼ 100–500 W) has been shown in Figures 4(a)–4(e). Figure

2(a) shows the plot of IEDs at a fixed high frequency power

of 100 W. It can be seen that energy spread of IEDs

decreases as low frequency power P2 MHz increases. It can

also be observed that the IEDs contain dominant high energy

peak and the high energy peak shifts towards low energy end

with increasing P2 MHz. It can be understood as follows. The

plasma density increases with increasing P2 MHz
27,28 and that

reduces the average sheath voltage; therefore, ions traversing

through the sheath get lower energy from the sheath, result-

ing in lower energy of second peak. The central coil ener-

gized by P2 MHz plays a dominant role in this plasma source

as most of source area is covered by it. So, as P2 MHz

increases, there is a significant change in the plasma density

at the comparable powers of P13.56 MHz. Therefore, the mode

transition from capacitive to inductive is observed with

increasing P2 MHz. This is the reason why high energy peaks

shift towards the high energy side in the beginning, indicat-

ing strengthening capacitive mode, and then shifts towards

FIG. 3. A plot full width and half maximum (FWHM) variation with high

frequency levels (P13.56 MHz) at four low frequency pulse powers of 100,

200, 300, and 400 W. The P13.56 MHz has been varied from 200 to 1200 W,

and pressure was kept constant at 10 mTorr. The P2 MHz has been pulsed at

the frequency of 1 kHz with the duty ratio of 50%, whereas P13.56 MHz was in

the continuous wave mode.
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the low energy side, indicating mode transition phase from

capacitive to inductive.

A plot of IEDs with low frequency levels at a fixed high

frequency power of 200 W has been shown in Figure 4(b).

The IEDs attain a bimodal shape, and the low energy peak

becomes stronger with increasing low frequency power

P2 MHz, and the high energy peak slightly shifts towards the

low energy end. The strengthening the low energy peak is

due to the increased density that increases ion-neutral and

ion-ion collisional frequency, resulting in thermalization of

ions. The slight shift in the high energy peak with increasing

P2 MHz is speculated due to a slight change in average sheath

potential. The plots of IEDs at P13.56 MHz of 300, 400, and

500 W have been shown in Figures 4(c)–4(e). The main

FIG. 4. A plot evolution of IEDs with low frequency power levels (P13.56 MHz) at a fixed high frequency pulse power levels: (a) P13.56 MHz¼ 100 W, (b)

P13.56 MHz¼ 200 W, (c) P13.56 MHz¼ 300 W, (d) P13.56 MHz¼ 400 W, and (e) P13.56 MHz¼ 500 W. The P2 MHz has been varied from 100 to 600 W, and the pressure

was kept constant at 10 mTorr. The P2 MHz has been pulsed at the frequency of 1 kHz with the duty ratio of 50%, whereas P13.56 MHz was in the continuous

wave mode.
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features in Figures 4(c)–4(e) is similar as in Figure 4(b)

except that stronger low energy peaks and higher peak

counts due to enhancing CF2
þ density.

C. Influence of duty ratio on IEDs

Figure 5(a) shows the variation in IEDs with duty ratio.

The discharge has been operated at a pressure of 10 mTorr

and pulsed at a frequency (2 MHz) of 1 kHz. The applied

P13.56 MHz was 400 W in the continuous wave mode. The

pulse power of low frequency P2 MHz was kept fixed at

400 W. It can be observed from Figure 5(a) that the bimodal

structure of IEDs tends to be mono-modal, the low energy

peak diminishes, and the high energy peak shifts towards

low energy end, and as the duty ratio is increased from 20%

to 90%, the peak count also increases. In the pulsed ICP

discharge, one of origins of low energy ions is afterglow

region.35 As the duty ratio is increased, the length of

afterglow region reduces, resulting in diminishing of the low

energy peak. The shift of high energy peak towards the low

energy end is due to increasing CF2
þ density, enhancing

ion-ion and ion-neutral collisions. Figure 5(b) shows a plot

of energy integrated counts of CF2
þ, which is a measure of CF2

þ density, and confirms the enhancing CF2
þ density with

the duty ratio. Observed increasing trend in CF2
þ is due to

the fact that increased average power as pulse has been kept

constant while varying the duty ratio.

Figure 6 shows the variation in IEDs with the duty ratio

on the same condition as for Figure 5(a) except the low fre-

quency pulse power has been changed to keep the average

low frequency power of 400 W constant. It can be seen from

Figure 6 that the energy width (separation between two

energy peaks) reduces from �15 to �8 eV and high energy

peaks shifts from �18 to �13.5 eV, when the duty ratio is

increased from 25% to 75% for the same reason as explained

earlier.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Mass resolved ion energy distributions have been meas-

ured in pulsed dual frequency inductively coupled discharge.

Typical structure of IEDs is bimodal, and it tends to be

mono-modal type with increasing rf power. The energy

spread, energy width, and average sheath potential increases

with increasing high frequency power, whereas it shows

reverse trends with the low frequency power. The increasing

trends in the energy spread, energy width, and average

sheath potential with increasing high frequency power are

speculated to be due to increasing rf voltage on the high fre-

quency rf coil, whereas the decreasing trends of same param-

eters with the low frequency power are attributed to the

increasing plasma density.

An investigation to understand the effect of duty ratio

on IEDs evolution shows that the shape of IEDs changes

from bimodal to mono-modal as the duty ratio increases.
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